PROGRAM SUMMARIES
Our global team can deliver a
custom curriculum to meet your
specific requirements. Superior
communication skills are the result.

PowerSpeaking®

SalesSpeaking®

An intensive, skill-based workshop
that transforms people into confident
presenters. Includes planning checklists
and individual feedback.

Gives sales professionals the confidence,
skills, and strategies they need to engage
and persuade decision makers.

Speaking Up: Presenting
to Decision Makers®
Strategies for communicating important
ideas to senior leaders. Based on
PowerSpeaking, Inc.’s years of learning
expertise and extensive interviews with
senior executives, the course teaches
participants how to provide critical
context, bottom-line communication, and
demonstrate executive presence.

HighTechSpeaking®
Designed specifically for engineers,
scientists, and other technical presenters.
Translate complex details into a logical,
concise framework.

Confident Speaking for Women
A highly interactive 3-hour working session
devoted to examining communication
strengths and elevating personal awareness
of how to leverage words and body language,
and how to accelerate career strategies.
Confident Speaking for Women addresses
the unique communication challenges
and opportunities women experience in
their careers.
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ConferenceSpeaking™

A virtual program developed with the aid
of in-depth interviews with conference
presenters. This two-module course is
designed specifically for various modalities
of conference presentations, including
keynotes, panel discussions, and smallgroup talks.

FastTrackSpeaking®
A hybrid course that combines advanced
presentation skills with the focused
strategy of speaking to executives and
decision makers.

Coaching
Tailored guidance for leaders, key individuals,
and groups by master coaches with
substantial experience. Prep for any highstakes presentation—a product launch,
a board meeting, a sales kickoff.

Achieving Meeting Success
An intensive, skill-based workshop that
transforms people into confident
presenters. Includes planning checklists
and individual feedback.

Global Presentations™
A quick way to fine-tune a talk for
a global audience. Ideal for entering
a new cultural environment or
presenting to worldwide locations.
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An on-demand, video-based program offering
bite-size, best-practice highlights from our
two most popular in-person workshops:
HighTechSpeaking® and Speaking Up:
Presenting to Decision Makers. Available
in concert with the Courageous Leadership
Institute, PowerStart is a great entrée to
other programs offered by both companies.

PLUS – Video Library
Post-program refreshers that reinforce
learning principles and long-term retention.
Plus was designed for digital- and mobilespecific content so participants have greater
access to their PowerSpeaking material on
the move.

WE OFFER VIRTUAL PLATFORM
DELIVERY OPTIONS VIA ZOOM FOR
OUR PROGRAMS.
Get the format you need, face-to-face
or online. Our Master Facilitators
offer large-group sessions; intensive,
individualized, focused workshops; or
personal coaching. Participants learn
a step-by-step approach to achieve
repeatable communication success.

